BMYC MEETING - April 6, 2021 - Engelmann Residence
Attendees: Jody Alexander, Susu Baker, Sarah Brown, Alice Bush, Karl Engelmann, Angie Graham, Brian
Gunning, Mark Jones, Phil Kazmier, Eliot Payson, Elizabeth Riggs

Karl - Opening Remarks - Welcome - 7:18pm Starts
Motion to Approve Meeting Notes from March - Approved
Elliot Payson: $8500 for the season. Budget for Norm Tanner ($500)($1000 from Entry Fees), Party, Summer
Sailing ($1000 - includes booze), Sailors, and how we are going to allocate. Angie can let us know how much we
need for the Commodore Party.
Brian Gunning/ Alice Bush: Expecting a second bid on the Snipe racks. First bid was $4000 to build all the
racks, paint, etc… The second bid was less but not sure that he knows exactly how much work. Three on three.
They will have carpet, no rollers. They are going to be upside down so they can drain. They are going to be
smaller than the bow themselves. They will be metal and robust enough for the winter. Alice votes we galvanize,
so they do not rust. They just need a marine based paint. Depending on what contractor we use, is dependent on
when they will be completed. We could plan to paint them on beach clean-up.
The RC Boat is ready for summer. The wood needs to be sanded and redone or we can sand it and varnish it.
Lynn Slouka / Membership:
(As of April 3, 2021)
We have 52 active household memberships.
2 are new memberships in 2021; 50 are renewal memberships. *All Officers have renewed
Suspended memberships: 15
These are members that paid for 2020 but have not renewed for 2021 yet. My guess is that most of these will
renew once we start the sailing season so they can participate.
Lapsed memberships: 16
These are members who paid in the past but did not renew in 2020. The majority of these members only attend
the annual Commodore Party and we were unable to host it in 2020 due to the Pandemic.
Total number of members for the Yacht Club: 83
Angie Graham/ Social:
Kick-off party on June 19th/ June 26th
Leslie Mease has offered their house and band.
Catered by Wing Wok.
Provide a bartender and alcohol.
Karl is providing the ice.
Theme: Lifesaver Party
Sarah Brown/ Apparel:
Apparel is keeping a lot of the same things but adding striped rugby. Will bring stuff to the open house for camps.
Looking at costs to embroider hats - but they were possibly $25. Mock-ups of beach towels. Neck gaiters again.
Jody Alexander/ Jr Sailing Camp:
Registration Packets, Open House is tomorrow from 4:00pm-6:00pm. Instructors will be there, they all passed the
course and worked hard. On the 9th, returning registration sailing for Bow Mar. On the 10th, new sailors.

Phil Kazmier/ Boats:
Start ordering now.
Susu Baker/ Race Committee Report:
Jody Alexander and Sarah Brown are the race committee on the race team. The races will start on Memorial Day
through Labor Day. The RC boat can stay conditionary, and the chase boat will have Michael and a lifeguard.
COMMODORE REPORT - Karl Englemann: Attended BMOI meeting. It was an interesting meeting, discussed
2020 discounts. BMOI was confused about the prices. BMYC spoke to BMOI about safety, upkeep and
maintenance. BMOI has offered to pay for upkeep and maintenance. BMYC will have two boats out there. Two on
the chase boat and then on the RC Boat. Rob Dennis put lights on the dock, the flashing lights keep the geese off.

Meeting Adjourned: 9:00pm
Next Meeting: Monday, May 3rd at Alice Bush’s House

